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The social microblogging sites empower users to more boldly express their views and reviews on various topics. This has led to
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1. Introduction

Pervasive developments in the internet domain combined with affordable smart devices has empowered millions
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Twitter, one among them, helps the users to express their opinions on various domains ranging from, but not
limited to, politics, new products, scientific breakthroughs etc. Twitter serves as a enormous pool of user opinions
which can be exhausted for the sentiments by business analysts, marketing teams, etc. The sentiment in the tweets of
a given domain is mined and analyzed using an opinion detection algorithm. The existing algorithms take only the
tweets into account ignoring the nature of the users which is essential to understand the reliability of the tweets. The
major flaw with the existing methods is that the reliability of the tweets can become dubious. For instance, consider
a user whose tweets are predominantly negative. There’s a slightest possibility that the user can tweet negatively
about a product even though it is actually good. Hence, the user can be, to some extent, considered to be pessimistic
and this factors in additional complexities to the analysis as the reliability of the tweet will be questionable. It is
essential to take into account the nature of the user in order to minimize the user’s attitude’s influence on the tweet
and to predict the actual sentiment of the tweet with a greater accuracy. In this paper, a methodology is proposed for
improving the accuracy of the prediction of the sentiment of the tweet aided by user nature detection. Users can be
classified into multiple classes depending upon their attitude. Some tend to be optimistic and whatever they express
will be positive while the pessimistic people tend to express it in a negative way. Moreover, the users can also be
neutral. Hence, it is essential to identify the nature of the user before analyzing the tweets in order to enhance their
reliability. User attitude can be determined by analyzing the tweets posted by the user and apply SoftMax regression
to it in order to identify it more accurately. The proposed user attitude identifier algorithm is evaluated on corpus of
twitter data. The paper is constructed as follows. In section 1, introduction and need for identifying the user nature is
elaborated. In section 2, existing works on user nature and importance of mining the user nature is discussed.
Section 3 explains the proposed SoftMax classified based user attitude detector. Section 4 and 5 elaborates about the
evaluation of the proposed algorithm and concludes the paper with references.
2. Similar Works
Before the evolution of web 2.0 and invention of social networking websites, first hand opinions from other
individuals, also known as word of mouth, played a significant role in influencing the buying decision [1]. Later, the
advancement of social networking has led way to the development of a new way of communication known as the
electronic word of mouth [2]. Henning and others define electronic word of mouth (eWOM) as the statement made
by the users and former users of a product or a brand that is made available to multitude of people through internet
[3]. The authors states that even though the eWOM is not a face to face communication, it remains powerful because
of its accessibility, being in print nature and its immediate reach. eWOM in the form of user opinions, sentiments,
deeply felt emotions, and expressing ideas has an ever-growing impact on the ecommerce industry [4][5]. Bernard
and others who made the investigation on the eWOM concluded that consumers depend and trust the social
networks for opinions and insights [2]. Moreover, the author also states that in future, twitter will be one among the
key social networking application that user will look up for trustable information. Twitter, which allows the users to
post a 140-character message, is one among the rapidly growing microblogging website. Currently, many companies
analyze twitter data to garner the reviews of their product, market the product and as well as to get in touch with the
consumer. The business perspective of mining opinion from the twitter context makes sentiment analysis on twitter
one of the trending researches in the recent times [6]. Twitter based sentiment analysis is done for various fields
ranging from product review to stock market prediction [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]. Sentimental analysis is classified into
three types namely lexicon based opinion mining, machine learning based methods, and hybrid methods [6] [12].
Generally, in lexicon based sentimental analysis detection method, the context of the tweet is compared with the
dictionary of the words to mine the polarity of the tweet. Based on the polarity, the tweet is classified as positive or
negative [12]. In machine learning methods, machine learning algorithm are trained to classify the polarity of the
tweets [13] [14]. Hybrid approach combines both lexicon and machine learning methods. In all these methods, only
the context is analyzed and mined for the sentiments. The reliability of the content and the reliability of the user who
tweeted is not taken into account. Mining sentiment on unreliable information will return hazy results which may
affect the accuracy of the sentiment prediction. In order to enhance the reliability and prediction accuracy of the
sentiment analysis, SoftMax based attitude detection algorithm (SAD) is proposed. The SAD method will act as preprocessing stage of the sentimental analysis methods. Based on the history of user tweets, the attitude of the user is
classified using SoftMax Regression. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing sentiment analysis method
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concentrate on generating user attitude before finding the sentiments. In the next section, the proposed SAD
algorithm in identifying the user attitude is explained.
3. SoftMax Based Attitude Detection Algorithm
Finding the user attitude involves fetching the tweets posted by the user and analyzing it. Given a domain from
the medley of tweets that exist, the relevant tweets are fetched to extract the user information from it. Based on the
user details, history of tweet posted by each user is analyzed to predict the user attitude. User attitude is classified
into three categories, namely, user with neutral attitude, optimistic attitude and pessimistic attitude. As in the
algorithm, based on the user tweets over a domain, the user id of the user ui is fetched and a saved to a user list.
From the user list, tweets posted by each user is analyzed whether the user has tweeted more than threshold F. In
this algorithm, the threshold F is fixed at fifty tweets. Hence, only the users who have tweeted more than fifty tweets
are only considered for attitude detection. Since the proposed SAD algorithm works on the history of the tweets, it is
essential to have a significant number of tweets to mine the user attitude. Once the identification phase is complete,
each tweet tjmade by the user uiis fetched and saved to list L(t). From the list L(t), tweets ui(tj) made by the user uiare
tokenized, stopwords are removed and the polarity P(tj) of the tweet is extracted using lexicon based sentiment
analysis. Each word in the tweet is compared against the bag of positive (bP) and negative words (bN) to compute the
polarity P(ti) of the tweet.
SAD Algorithm
For each user ui in the user list
Count the number of tweets n(ui)
If n(ui)>F:
Fetch the Tweets t and Save to List L(t)
For ui in L(t):
For j in ui(tj):
Tokenize each word in tweet tj
Remove Stop Words
Calculate P(tj)
EndFor
Save to List L(t)
Fetch n(ui) and P(ti) for each user
Get the nP,nN,nM of each User
Input n(ui), nP,nN,nM to C
EndFor
Get the probability
Analyze and Assign Attitude
Else:
If End of List==False
Try for next User
EndIf
EndFor
Consider wkto be the word belong to tweet ui(tj) posted by the user where k is the total number of words in the
tweet. Each of the tweet words are compared with bP and bN and if a match is found in positive bag bP, the count of
score S(bP) will be incremented by one. Similarly, if a match is found in the negative bag of words bN, the score of
S(bN) will be incremented by one. The computation of scores S(bP) and S(bN) is depicted in the equation (1) and (2)
where TW is the total number of words belong to the tweet.
ܵሺܾ ሻ ൌ
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The scores S(bP) and S(bN) is compared with each other to find the polarity of the tweet. If S(bP) is greater than
S(bN) then the polarity of the tweet is classified as positive. On the contrary value of S(bN) is higher than the positive
score then the tweet polarity P(tj) is assigned as negative this is depicted in the equation (3). When the scores return
zero or no words present in the positive and negative bag of the words then the tweet is classified as neutral and P(tj)
takes the value (tj)M. Similarly, the polarity of all the tweets posted by each user is detected and saved to list L(t).
Following the polarity computation phase, the number of positive nP, negative nN and neutral nM polarity tweets
posted by the user are in the equation (4) (5) and (6). Where the count for total number of tweets posted by user
uihaving positive polarity is taken as the value for nP as in the equation (4). Similarly, the count for negative and
neutral tweets of the user ui is computed as shown in equation (5) and (6).
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(4)
(5)
(6)

After finding the sentiment of the tweets and number of tweets posted by the user, users are classified into three
classes namely optimistic, pessimistic and neutral using SoftMax regression. The SoftMax regression based analysis
consist of two phases. In the first phase, the evidence of the input being in a certain class is added up, and then, the
evidence is converted into probabilities. The evidence, also known as the membership value, is calculated by taking
the nP, nNandnM into account. For any given user, the count of total tweets and the sum of the nP, nNandnM should be
equal. The tweets of the user will be distributed in one of these three categories. In order to compute the evidence, a
weight as well as a bias is added for a better estimate. The weight, Wi,j, where i is the user and j is the class, is
negative if the tweet class is pessimistic. If the tweet class is optimistic, the weight will be positive. The bias, also
known as extra evidence, is added to express that the evidence in some cases can be independent of the input. Hence,
the evidence for a user i given an input x is show in equation (7) where x takes the value the nP, nNandnM. where Wi is
the weights and bi is the bias for class i, and j is an index for summing over the user data.
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(8)
(9)
(10)

The evidence tallies are then converted into predicted probabilities y using the "softmax" function as in equation
(8). Here, the softmax serves as an activation function by shaping the output of our linear function into a probability
distribution over 3 classes. The above process can be thought as converting tallies of evidence into probabilities of
input being in each class. This is depicted in the equation (9) and the expansion of normalization is shown in equation
(10). Once the probabilities are assigned for each class at the end of Softmax regression, these values can be treated as
the extent to which the user exhibits the traits of that class. For instance, consider a user, ux, with the following
values, np = 0.45, nn = 0.25 and nm = 0.3. From the above example, it can be inferred that the user ux exhibits
optimistic traits 45% of the times, pessimistic 25% of the times and is neutral 30% of the times. In the following
section, the user attitude obtained by SAD algorithm is evaluated user twitter data and validated by statistical method.
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4. Evaluation of SAD Algorithm
For the purpose of evaluating SAD algorithm, the tweets posted by nearly 250 users are fetched from the twitter.
In the total 250 of users, min number of tweets made by the user is 50 and maximum number of tweet is
approximately 500. The SAD algorithm is evaluated on the fetched tweets and the results are shown in figure 1.
Where 1, 2, and 3 in the z axis corresponds to optimistic, neutral and pessimistic attitudes of the users.

Fig. 1. User Nature Classification

Fig. 2.Comparison of Degree of Trait and User Nature

In figure 2, the possible attitude of user is plotted. From which, it is evident that some users are totally
optimistic while some are totally pessimistic in expressing their opinion. This variation in the user attitude will
strongly affect the sentiment of the tweet. In order to evaluate the SAD algorithm, the results of the algorithm are
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verified statistically using regression analysis based on the manual classification. The analysis of the SAD algorithm
are depicted in the figures 3,4, and 5; where reference line indicates the expected results and observed results are
denoted by percentiles.

Fig. 3. Optimistic Users

Fig. 4.Neutral Users

In detecting the positive nature, proposed algorithm exhibited high accuracy which can be witnessed in figure 3,
where a majority of the detected attitude coincides with the manual classification outcomes. Also, similar trends can
be found in determining the neutral and pessimistic attitude of the users.The error percentage of the proposed
algorithm is computed by finding the mean absolute error as depicted in the equation (11). Where the prediction
made by the SAD algorithm is denoted by Pi, Aicorresponds to the actual attitude of the user and n stands for the
total user considered for calculating the error percentage.
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Fig. 5. Pessimistic Users

Fig. 6.MAE Scores

The computation of the mean absolute scores for different number of users is illustrated in the figure 6. The highest
error accounted for twenty-five users whereas the average error percentage is 0.16087. From the error percentage, it
can be conceived that the proposed SAD algorithm will have higher prediction accuracy since the highest error
percentage itself marginal. The evaluation of the prediction followed by the computation of the MAE scores shows
that the proposed algorithm will detect the user nature more accurately.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, a SoftMax regression based attitude detection algorithm is proposed to identify the user nature of
the user. By finding the nature of the user, reliability of the tweet posted by them can be verified which will in turn
help the data miners to obtain tweets that are trustworthy. The evaluation of the proposed work proves that the
SoftMax regression based algorithm predicts the user attitude with great accuracy. Currently, only the nature of the
user is rendered using SAD algorithm. In future, the work will be extended to effectively detect the user attitudes
over the user views. Also, the proposed algorithm can open new possibilities in identifying the people with
depression, ill intents thereby avoiding the unexpected happenings.
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